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Fifty eight members or branches of SCLS participate in a shared integrated library system, 

sharing over 1.7 million resources each year. Resources are shared equally, and yet not all is 

equitable. Thirty five libraries have either completed RFID tagging projects or are in the process 

of tagging, but the other 23 have not. These libraries are small and most cannot afford the cost.  

SCLS Delivery annually sorts over 11 million items manually. During the COVID-19 shutdown, 

resource sharing came to a halt and there was a backlog of materials to move through the 

system. Right now, SCLS Delivery has to limit the number of people in the sorting area due to 

distancing. With a sorter, one person at a time could use it when they return from a Delivery 

run—thus resolving the issue of physical distancing. SCLS now has a goal to add an automated 

materials handler (sorter) within the next five years to increase sorting efficiency.  

 

Tagging all items with RFID would mean more items run through sorters at member libraries, 

and in the future at Delivery, can go into bins directly to a library, rather than being sorted 

manually by library or Delivery staff. Once all library's collections are 100% RFID tagged, library 

staff would no longer need to put yellow post-it notes on items to indicate a hold. This will save 

countless staff hours, reduce touches, and eliminate the cost of post-its. Libraries that are 

currently using RFID, tag other library's materials to facilitate the open holds process. This 

would not need to be done if all member libraries' materials were tagged. Improving these 

processes by having all materials tagged would speed up the overall delivery process, getting 

materials into the hands of patrons more quickly. In small libraries, checkout of tagged 

materials can be done with the equipment used to tag the items, thus reducing touches during 

the checkout process. Reducing touches is more efficient, but also safer.  

 

SCLS is currently assisting 5 small libraries with tagging by using LSTA Sparsity and CARES Act 

funds to purchase tagging equipment and tags and providing training and support. SCLS will 

similarly assist the remaining 23 member libraries to add RFID tags to their collections but funds 

are needed to do so. In order to keep costs low, SCLS has partnered with two other Wisconsin 

public library systems to purchase a bulk order of tags to get the lowest price possible and 

hopes to do this again. 

LSTA funds for 2020/2021 have been allocated to helping libraries join their library system’s 

shared ILS (if they have not already done so). SCLS requests that if there are remaining funds 

not allocated for this purpose, that they be made available to any public library in Wisconsin 

wishing to begin an RFID conversion project. SCLS also requests that 2021/2022 LSTA funds be 

allocated toward RFID conversion. Most likely the situations experienced by SCLS are ones 

faced by other libraries and public library systems in the state. LSTA funds would close the gap 

between the libraries that can afford RFID technology and those that can’t. Tagging not only 

benefits the local library, but also benefits other libraries in the system and can improve 

delivery service, and perhaps even resource sharing across systems.  


